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Instructions for use of the telescopic folding stock G3 for the Sa58 rifle and its clones	  
 
 
 
 
1. The complete shoulder rest 	  
2.  Button of the latch 	  
3.  Guide – 2 pcs	  
4.  M5x16 guide screw – 2 pcs 	  
5.  Latch 	  
6.  Latch washer	  
7.  Spring of the latch 	  
8.  The base of the stock 	  
9.  The screw of the cap (optional) 	  
10. Cap (optional)	  
11. Rod – 2 pcs	  
12. Rod screw M8x20 - 2 pcs	  
13. Rubber washer - 2 pcs	  
 

 

Thank you for purchasing the product from the series D-Force. We are proud that we can offer you this product that is 
designed and manufactured at the highest level and according to strict quality standards. We are sure that you will 
enjoy premium design, high reliability, user comfort and absolute safety of the product.  
 
IMPORTANT SAFETY WARNING	  
Never make any unprofessional modification of the D-Force products. Never install any additional accessories to 
improve the performance or utility value of the products. Never make the amateur mounting of D-Force products at 
your weapon. The D-Force products are designed exclusively for the professional mounting by the professional 
gunsmith. The infringement of these warnings can increase the possibility of accidents leading to death or serious 
injury! The infringement of these requirements results in the loss of warranty. During the use of the product, you are 
responsible for your safety and the safety of others around you!	  
 	  
Stock G3 Installation 	  
1. The stock is intended for installation on the Sa58 rifle and its clones. The gun must be safely discharged before 
mounting and without magazine! 	  
2. Remove the original stock by unscrewing the M12 screw. Carefully clean the contact surfaces of the stock on the 
weapon and inspect its flatness. This flatness is very important for installation without side clearance. Check if the 
thread M12 in the gun is undamaged and clear. 	  
3. The stock G3 is delivered in the assembled state. Unscrew the lock button of the stock and remove the latch and its 
parts. 	  
4. The prepared stock try without the use of brute force, only with the hand, to push	  on the rear of the weapon and 
settle down so that the hole in the stock base match to the hole with M12 thread in the gun. In most cases, this is 
successful. If due to production tolerances there appear insufficient clearance between the guide tubes of the stock base 
and the weapon sides, it is necessary to grind down the inside of the tubes with an appropriate tool (needle file, an 
electric Sander) slightly back. The stock base must slip on the gun freely by hand. 	  
5. When the stock base is safely installed on the weapon, it is necessary to screw it with special M12 countersink screw. 
This screw is not part of the delivered stock set. This screw is the part of the original folding stock of the weapon, and 
you can use it. More appropriate and strongly recommended is a variant of the screw D-FORCE G3 with internal 
hexagon/Allen screw/for safe and perfect fixing to the weapon. Before final tightening glue the screw with the 
appropriate thread glue (Loctite). Tighten the screw with a force of 42.5 Nm.	  



6. Make sure that the stock base has no clearance at the weapon and that is attached firmly and securely. Then insert the 
latch and its parts into the base of the stock and screw the latch button. Try the lock function of the extended stock and 
the sufficient pressure of the latch. This pressure can be set by turning the latch button. At the moment, when you're 
satisfied with the pressure and the lock function, remember the button position and then unscrew it. Glue the latch 
screw with the appropriate thread glue (Loctite) and tighten the button back to the selected position. Then wait for safe 
drying of the glue. 	  
7. Your new stock is ready to use!	  
 	  
The safe use 	  
We recommend shooting with the extended stock solely. The inserted stock bars stock really prevents to switch the gun 
safety into firing position of weapon. When extending the stock always carefully check the lock of the latch into the 
bars of the stock /click/. Do not handle with the stock when the weapon is loaded and armed. If you find any damage or 
if the stock is loose, immediately stop using it and get the professional repair! 	  
 	  
The service life 	  
Although the stock is designed as an extremely robust device to withstand very aggressive Sa58 rifle recoil, we were 
not able to reach the infinite service life. The service life of the stock can be extended easily in several ways: 	  
1. Correct maintenance of the functional areas, and regular monitoring of screw connections and mechanism 
clearances.	  
2. Using effective muzzle brake, that limits the weapon recoil. The original products D-Force are recommended and 
tested. We cannot guarantee optimal results with other products. 	  
 	  
Maintenance	  
Stock is made from a combination of strength Duralumin, steel blackened or galvanized parts and carbon polymer. 
Therefore the stock requires a relatively small operational maintenance only. Before and after each shooting check the 
clearance in the stock mechanism. The Stock rods and the guide holes keep clean. Regularly apply a small amount 
(drop) of high-quality oil on the Guide holes, latch button and latch. You extend sharply the service life of parts and 
prevent the early occur of the clearance. Avoid the intrusion of solid objects, dirt, dust, and sand in the mechanism and 
in the guide holes. 	  
 	  
Other	  
After installing of the stock may, due to the changed geometry of the grip of the weapon and the different stiffness of 
the stock, subjectively change the zeroing of the weapon. In this case, make the correction in the sights. For the perfect 
use of outstanding G3 stock options and the increase of its lifetime we recommend installing the highly effective D-
Force compensator to the weapon. 	  
  	  
Lifetime warranty 	  
We provide a lifetime warranty on manufacturing and material defects to the first purchaser of this product. The 
defective product will be repaired or replaced free of charge. The guarantee is limited for use at one weapon, and one 
gun assembly and does not apply to damage caused by improper installation or improper use. The warranty also does 
not apply to aesthetic defects in surface coating and natural wear and tear. For granting a lifetime warranty, it is 
necessary to fill in the registration form, which is part of the product and send it to the manufacturer of the product. 	  
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